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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present the description and the first results
of a pilot experiment in which participants were requested
to mimic the production of sonic elements trough different
control modalities. Results show different degrees of dependence of the control temporal profiles with the dynamic
level and temporal ordering of the stimuli. The protocol
and methodology here advanced may turn useful for ameliorating existing mapping strategies for gesture based interactive media, with particular emphasis to adaptive control of physics-based models for sound synthesis.
1. INTRODUCTION
The decoupling between control input and acoustical output in computer music instruments opened a problematic
that still remains central for research in the musical domain: the combination between ease of use and effectiveness, two fundamental components of system’s usability
[1]. If we consider the case of control for virtual acoustical
instruments based on physical modeling, this combination
can become even more baffling. The user may indeed be
compelled to control an instrument without the interaction
feedback, and with a physical interface that bases on a control modality far different from the real case.
The connection between user’s intention and sonic outcome has been previously tackled at different levels: at a
physical and physiological level for the choice of the machine transducers [2] [3], at gestural level for the definition
of tasks and evaluation of performance [4] or evaluation
of similarities [5], and at a cognitive level, for the understanding of mental coding of musical experience though
motor-mimetic imagery [6] [7]. If aiming at developing intelligent machines for music production, it is evident that
these layers must be considered in conjunction. To achieve
maximal effectiveness, the mapping model should therefore adapt to the idiosyncrasies of the physical interface
and personal abilities of the user. In a similar situation, the
natural skills developed through everyday activity could
guarantee the user an initial level of expertise, even to people who usually don’t have the opportunity to make music
[8].
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In this direction we conducted a pilot experiment where
the user had to mimic the production of simple musical elements. A similar concept appeared in previous literature,
under the terms of motor-mimetic sketching, sound-tracing
[6], sound “gestureification” [9].
Analogously to those experiments, here as well subjects
were demanded to transfer a mental imagery of a perceived
acoustical event onto human movement. However, the concurrency of the following aspects tells apart the present account from previous experiments:
• the user’s intentions were to be communicated trough
a specific task and control modality 1
• the mimicry activity was performed trough a control modality different from the one that produced
the sound stimulus (as happens on the contrary for
air playing activity [6])
• the user had to rely only on primary feedback [2],
i.e. visual, tactile and proprioceptive cues
• the musical stimulus was limited to simple tones,
and the user was explicitly asked to address only
to sound intensity; this reduction was motivated by
the attempt to limit influences of cognitive and cultural aspects raised by melodic and rhythmic developments.
• stimuli perception and control action were tasks sequentially separated

2. METHOD
This experience is intended to explore gestural control for
sound production. In particular, we focus on position and
velocity control for different sound dynamics, and on gesture coarticulation, a term that defines the “process whereby
the properties of a segment are altered due to the influences
exerted on it by neighboring segments” [11], referred to
with the term articulation in the musical domain [12]. In
outline, a group of participants was asked to listen to trumpet tones and to mimic their production acting with a device. In the following we describe in detail the components
and protocol of the experiment.

tributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the
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1 for control modality we refer to the modality of physical interaction
that allows the user to communicate her intentions through a device as in
[10]
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Figure 1. Score notation and loudness profiles computed
through Zwicker method [13], for isolated (up) and consecutive (down) notes

Figure 2. Sketch of the material and configuration setup
for the experiment. At top, the displacement over time of
the marker, for the mimicry of production of two consecutive tones trough control in velocity

2.1 Stimuli
The acoustic stimuli presented to the subjects consisted of
a set of tones produced by a real trumpet performer and
recorded during a previous experiment [14]. The audio was
presented to the subjects through a headphones set, and the
rate of audio amplification was adjusted for each subject in
order to assure a neat but comfortable listening. Score notation and loudness profiles of tones are presented in Fig. 1
Isolated notes were presented in triplets of increasing or
decreasing loudness, forming a listening stream of ca 2.5s,
whereas couple of articulated notes were presented singularly for each condition, with a maximal duration of ca
1.2s.
2.2 Participants
Five subjects took part to the experiment: four males and
one female, aged between 25 and 30 years. All subjects
were student members or collaborators of the Idmil laboratory, thus involved in research in the musical domain.
Part of them were also trained musicians in piano, trumpet
and violin performance.
2.3 Material and apparatus
The subjects were seated on a chair in front of a table, and
were asked to move a marker leaning on the table by performing planar movement along a line. A sketch of the
task setup is shown in Fig. 2 The marker was a sensor
of the Polhemus Liberty interface, which tracked its position in time at 120 Hz by means of a custom made driver
software developed at Idmil laboratory. The marker was
cloth-covered in order to reduce the mechanical resistance
of friction of the contact with the table surface. The participants were left free to position their arm and body with
respect to the material setup, with the only precaution of

finding the most comfortable solution in order to avoid obstruction or limitation of the movement during the performance of the tasks.

2.4 Protocol
The protocol consisted of two stages, each of which involved a different control modality. During the first stage,
participants were presented with the series of notes and
were asked to mimic the production of the sounds in loudness by relating instantaneous position of the marker with
instantaneous value of loudness. Before performing the
trials, they were instructed to choose along the line on the
table two extreme positions distant 50cm, representatives
of zero loudness and of maximal loudness perceived. After listening to each stimulus, subjects had to move the
marker from the zero loudness point, across the loudness
scale, and back to the origin point, so as to reproduce the
loudness profile of the sounds. In the second stage, subjects were asked to relate loudness of sounds with instantaneous velocity of the marker. In this configuration, still
position of the marker represented the silence, while an arbitrary maximal linear velocity the maximal loudness perceived. At the beginning of each experiment, the testers
were let to familiarize with the task in order to determine
the most comfortable movement amplitudes and speeds.
Participants were explicitly told to reproduce the loudness
profile as accurately as possible, bot in amplitude and temporal variations, and to discard all other auditory attributes.
When presented with couples of joined notes, control though
velocity was explicitly asked to be performed on the same
movement direction, whereas direction was left arbitrary
for the tasks with isolated notes.
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Figure 3. Semi-logarithmic plot of ratio between loudness
and maxima in position profiles (left) and velocity profiles
(right): mean (solid lines) and standard deviations (dashed
line)
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Figure 4. Temporal duration of stimuli and participants’
control profiles: : mean (solid lines) and standard deviations (dashed line)
2.5 Analysis
Loudness profiles of the acoustic stimuli were computed
with Zwicker method, which makes use of several psychoacoustical principles in order to give an estimate of the average person’s impression of the sound intensity for temporally variable sounds [13]. The profiles computed are displayed in Fig. 1. It is worth pointing out that the values
of loudness in sones are dependent on an estimation of the
real sound pressure level presented to the subjects. These
were indeed supposed to have been exposed to an average sound pressure level of 69 db, which lies in the decibel
scale as the average comfortable volume for a quiet laboratory setting. The role of possible error in the normalization
was investigated and we found that even an error of 20dB
would have caused only minor relative difference in our
present study.
Each movement trial was manually trimmed from the
recordings and examined for amplitude and temporal variations. In a second step, each segment has been resized
and rendered in a functional form by means of the FDA
Matlab toolbox. Functional conversion with smoothing
penalty allowed to represent each movement profile as a
continuous and derivable function, and to control smoothness degree of higher order derivatives (which presented irregular spikes due to errors in the sensing and streaming of
the capturing system). Control with the generalized crossvalidation criterion assured a good compromise between
the smoothing effect and the fit to the original curves [15].
In order to have more representative curves for each con-

dition, trial records for the same condition (up to 5) were
subsequently aligned by means of landmarks registration.
Roughly, this process allows to align features by estimating a strictly increasing nonlinear transformation of time
that takes all the times of a given feature into a common
value [15].
Indicative measures of shape similarity between normalized curves have been computed by means of the mean
square error method described in Ch.8.5 of [15]. This method
assured the consideration of an eventual temporal deformation introduced by the registration process. These measures have been computed for the single isolated notes, the
single notes embedded in sequence of two notes, and for
the entire sequence comprising two notes.
3. RESULTS
The subjects revealed a systematic behavior in the duration and maximal amplitude of control profiles. Fig. 3
displays the maximum values of stimuli loudness versus
maximum values of control profiles for the three dynamics conditions. The plot evidences the increase in movement amplitude and peak velocity with loudness, as explicitly requested in the task. For both control modalities,
amplitudes generally scale linearly with the logarithm of
loudness in sones (a measure unit directly proportional to
loudness). The light deviation from a linear trend in the
semilog plot for some subjects correlates with singular values in standard deviation or in movement durations. In the
case of control by position, higher amplitude for subject 5
in the louder note goes with a greater duration if supposing that he maintained the same amount in velocity. In the
case of control by velocity, subjects exhibiting light divergence from linear trend present higher standard deviation
or erroneous duration estimation (Fig. 4).
Standard deviation revealed higher for control through
velocity, indicating a possible higher difficulty in delivering consistency among trials.
The mean durations of movements together with the
ground truth of stimuli events durations for each condition
is shown in Fig. 4. Globally the participants tended to overestimate the duration of the event. Comparison of the two
plots reveals that this overestimation is dominant for position control. For louder tones, the two modalities reveal
a divergent behavior: an increase in duration for control
though position and a decrease for control though velocity.
Temporal profiles of stimuli loudness, position, and velocity control for a representative participant are reported
in Fig. 5. In plots on second and third columns, the three
superposed curves resume the mean of five registered trials for each dynamic condition. Position curves and derivatives conform previous results of human point to point reaching movements, characterized by amplitude invariant symmetric bell-shaped velocity [16]. On the contrary, amplitude invariance does not behold for velocity profiles,
whose shape varies to a greater extent between cases. All
participants except one manifested a behavior similar to
that in figure, transiting from triangular or trapezoidal shape
into a bell shape when movement peak velocity exceeds
60cm/s. Subject 3, who was the only participant without
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Figure 5. Extract of control profiles for one subject in isolated tones task, for pp, mf, and ff dynamics
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professional musical training, singularly presented similar
profiles at all movement amplitudes.
Control profiles for coarticulated notes for two subjects
are displayed in Fig 6. The curves reveal distinct method
between subjects for the performance of the task, yet preserving the relation between conditions visible in the stimuli profiles. Articulatory degree between the tones reflects
in the transient parts between the two strokes, with the level
of descend correctly marking the distinction between the
three coarticulation strategies. Subject 2 manifested the
extreme behavior for position control, performing no descend for the legato condition. Subject 4, who was musically trained in violin performance, showed the closest
match in profile shapes between the two control modalities.
Indicative values of similarity between curves for each
condition are given in Fig. 7, in which higher values represent higher discrepancy between stimuli profile and gesture profile. Results show that control trough position in
general performs better then control with velocity in sim-

4. DISCUSSION
The goal of the present study was to investigate the role of
musical dynamics and articulation on human motor control
for the mimicry of sound production. Two control modalities were examined, position and velocity.
Both modalities revealed to overestimate the duration of
the stimuli, and to scale almost linearly with the logarithm
of the loudness perceived. We advance the hypothesis that
this scaling could be the outcome of two causes. On a performance level, faster and wider movements could have
been automatically reduced by the participant because of
arm biomechanical limitations. On a cognitive level, sound
loudness could have been mentally associated to movement kinematics - as explicitly demanded in the task - in
conjunction with movement effort. Effort on joint torques
and muscular activation, which has been shown to scale in
amplitude and duration with the movement speed [17] [18]
[19], may have participated in reducing the performance of
the tasks for wider/faster movements.
The two modalities deviated to some extent in variability. If we consider variability in-between trials as an indicator of difficulty, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 suggest that control trough velocity could be a harder task than control
by position. A substantial reliance on visual over kinesthetic feedback for position control could be the cause for
a more consistence performance. Support of this hypothesis is given by the fact that participants with developed
acuteness for arm velocity profiles (typical of violin players, alike subject 4) delivered comparable results between
the two modalities.
The two control modalities differentiate also in terms
of profile shape (Fig. 5). Position control manifested over
all dynamics conditions a bell-shaped velocity profile typical of point to point movements, whose velocity profile
has been largely proved to be invariant to duration, distance, and peak velocity [17] [21] [16] [22]. Control in
velocity, on the contrary, did not show the same invariant

property. By comparing our profiles (Fig. 5) with theoretical accounts that addressed the modeling of movement
in terms of effort minimization [23] [24], we can advance
the hypothesis that a change in the motor control strategy
adopted in the mimicry took place along with the change
in stimuli dynamics.
To our knowledge, no study on human pointing movements proposed requirements similar to our experiment.
Literature on pointing movement tasks usually refers to
Fitt’s law for a quantitative description between movement
time and amplitude. However, Fitt’s model grounds on the
condition of self-paced movements, that is movements in
which the execution time behaves as a by-product of the
speed-accuracy trade off - participants are required to move
as fast and as accurate as possible. This model however
has proved to fail in describing tasks where subjects are
required to move at a specified time [20]. In this experiment the movement task is based both on temporal and on
spatial constraints. Participants had to assure maximal accuracy both in the end point positions (intensity levels) and
in the movement timing (duration and temporal profile). In
the musical domain, similar conditions form the requisites
for the performance of the violin, for which bowing techniques have been investigated in terms of motor control
strategies in [25].
The comparison between profiles for isolated and consecutive notes revealed that the sequential ordering of gesture units do not resolve in simple temporal sequencing,
but entails a structural change to its constituents which affects the all sequence. Velocity profiles for velocity based
control, indeed, converted to bell-shaped in all participants
even for peak velocities under 60 cm/s, contrary to the case
of isolated notes, thus revealing that in terms of motor control, a different strategy may be in use.
Whether the mimicry of two notes should be considered as the repetition of two discrete tasks or as a per-se
unary rhythmic task is an open question, which still puzzles general motor control research [26]. Brain imaging
studies revealed that the performance of rhythmic movements involve different brain areas then when performing
discrete movements [27], giving support to the idea that
rhythmic movements cannot be considered as the concatenation of discrete movements. In the present experiment,
stimuli quantity was limited to two elements in order to
prevent the emergence of frequency or pace effects. However, change in profiles and different values of similarity
between gestures and stimuli (Fig. 7) lead us to suppose
that to some degree a change in behavior took place.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
In this paper we have presented the description and results
of a pilot experiment in which participants mimicked with
different control modalities the production of sound stimuli. In the broader context of human-computer interaction,
our experiment sets, to put it as Buxton [28], on pragmatism, in that it considers the interdependence of transducer or control modality with the visual and kinesthetic
skills engaged in the interaction. Idiosyncrasies between
modalities and between users, both in values and temporal

profiles, indicate that a mapping strategy capable to adapt
to the control channel and to the user natural skills could
accelerate the “process whereby novices begin to perform
like experts” [28]. On a higher level, recognition of coarticulation effects may help in extracting semantic cues on
the embedding of gesture units in human-computer phrasal
dialogue.
For a future case study, we envision to improve some
aspects of the experiment. First, the substitution of headphones with loudspeakers will help in the monitoring of
the effective acoustical intensity delivered to the subjects.
Secondly, we foresee to use trumpet tones synthetically
produced by a physical modeling synthesis software 2 as
acoustical stimuli. Synthesized material will permit to avoid
dissimilarity between tones (see Fig. 1) caused by inconsistency in the trumpet player performance, consequently
excluding the presence of uncontrolled external factors that
could interfere in the mimicry task. We are currently working on the trumpet model in order to augment tongue and
airflow interaction for a more realistic simulation of articulation techniques.
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